










story in Etcetera. 
















































SPAR1 AN I VkIL 
Shadows 




 left. and Grace
 where the co-ed
 fraternity cleaned 
up graffiti Saturday 
morning. The 
Amian are 
cast  on a 





101  freeway fraternity  frequently 
cleans segments of the 
freeway  
that  it 
sponsors.  







Daily Staff  Writer 




has earned Alpha Phi 
Omega 
recognition
 from city 
councilman David Pandori 
and 
U.S. Congressman Norm Mine -
La. 
"It
 is exciting to be recog-
nized at this 
level,"  said Cynthia 
Hipona, vice
 president of ser-
vice for Alpha 
Phi  Omega, a co-
ed service fraternity. 
One of Alpha Phi 
Omega's  
biggest contributions was par-
ticipation
 in the HeadStart pro-
gram on Poco Way in 
East San 
Jose. The fraternity members 
act as big brothers
 and sisters 
for the children of these fami-
lies. 
Members
 try to spend one 




also put on 
Christmas  parties for them and 
have 








pates in the adopt -a -highway 
program. It 
has adopted a sec-
tion of highway 
near  101 and 
Santa 




up trash and 








jects  such as Special 
Olympics,
 




the  American Cancer Soci-
ety.  






 award at the 
























university  as 
well  as ill 
the
 

















Daily  Stall 
Wine,  
It is still 




 will be 
coming  
to 
SJSU or when. 
When Spartan 
Shops  Inc. ren-
ovates the Old 
Cafeteria building 
it  plans 
on
 clearing a space for a 
franchise
 restaurant. 
The  approximately 
$1
 million 




 another year at 




 Shops Inc. 
Money is keeping 
the corpo-
ration from 




Spartan Shops, Inc. started ask-
ing various fast-fixad franchises if 
they might consider setting 
up
 
shop at SJSU 
as
 long as four 
years ago, 
Duval said. 
Carl s Jr., 
McDonald's,  Burger 
King, 
Wendy's,
 and Jack in the 
Box have expressed some inter-
est in 


















 close to pro-
posals. 
We're  not in the shape 














Mohs,  left, 
and 

















 goes up, 
we're  not doing
 
anything.  We 
can't. It's 





 amount of 
asbestos that 
needs



































Staff  Vt nto 
In the 
Bay Area, 

























received  their 
credentials
 to 
get a step 

















or August of 


























































College  of 
Education  
credential  




















 at the  









set up on -
campus
 interviews






















applications  for the 
stu-
dents. Kimball said. 
Kimball 
recommends  filing 
















 Long live the 
strike. and the 
memory  of Cesar 
E. ( 
( :havez once 
said that he 
called the city 
of
 San Jose home.
 
As a tribute to the 
late civil-rights 













 after a 
mass
 at the 
United Farm 
Workers  (UFW) 
headquarters,




The mass starts 
at
 11 am, and 
will be followed
 by a march to 
the plaza, 
located  on Market 
Street. 
The UFW, which Chavez 






reaches  the 
plaza,
 the dedication 
ceremony
 
to one of the










dedication,  followed 
In
 speakers 
such as Rep. 
Norm  Mineta 
1)-I Sib district),
 
the  current 
president  of 
the 
LTEW and 














 to the farm work-
ers 
Chavez  fought so hard for, a 




be present  to speak 

















By loan Burke 
nak SLAY% 
r t 















































Califta ilia It 
includes  
workshops,


























that  affect its on campus and 
current
 issues that affect the 
African 







 to coil  perspective
 campuses," 
BSU treasurer
 Kerry Johnson 
said. 
Some 








racism on campus, 
abortion, building unity and reli-
gion.
 
last year the 
conference was 
fumed by Cal State Hayward. Sever-
al 
menthers  of SJSIT's Strising Black 
Brothers  and Sisters organization 
and SJSU's
 BSU attended and 
sug-
gested 











take it on 
Ivgar  I I lc, 









 about the 




 at SJSI ' and
 it's 
a chance
 to improve 
black  student 
life in California 
and network with 
other
 black




Over 140 California colleges 
have been invited to 
participate in 
the A/BSSA conference,
 and based 
on the 
number












will be coming from 
colleges
 such as *niversity of Pacif-
ic, Cal State San Bernardino,


























air  the 
keynote
 speakers.














ill WV(' .1 
1111 ( Saint (LI% ?right. 
jefferics














ills he's an SiSt product 














good histot y base
 for the 
conference. 
Ile's a wise man and
 he 
knows a lot," Wensi-Purvear said. 






speaker will also deliver a keynote 
address.  
A native of Washington,
 D.C., 






See CONFERENCE page 3 
p. 
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 for prison 
inmates in order to reduce 
exploding 
prison 
populations. If passed. such legislation
 
would be an 
effective deterrant to the com-
mission of aimes and
 making criminals serve 
their entire sentence, rather 
than letting them 
out early to commit more crimes. 
Under 
the  current law, murderers 
could  get 
as much as four months of 
credit
 for every 
Year they spend 
in jail with good behavior. 
This would 
reduce  their sentences by 
one 
quarter. 




 "three strikes" bill can get a 
whopping  
73 days a year. Society has
 to ask itself if it real -
IV wants dangerous convicts 
back on the streets 
that 
quickly.  
One of the new 
proposed  bills would cut 
good-time credits to only
 15 percent for all vio-
lent felons. This 
change.  which turns 
out
 to be 
54 days per 
year,  would make 
convicts  serve a 
closer  proportion of 
their  original sentences 
that were the result






 of credits 
argue that prison 
populations are already 
ris-
ing at alarming
 rates, and the 
reduction of 
good-time 
credits would only 
make them 
more crowded. The 
federal
 prison population 
was 50,000 
in 1990 and is projected to 
rise to 
108,000 in 1996. Maintaining 
these prison 
populations  is very expensive,
 but letting con-
victed felons out early is 
not  the solution to 
cutting these costs. 
America
 should focus on 
socialization  pro-
grams  that educate people 
and give them 
alternatives to crime 
so they don't end up in 
jail in the
 first place. We 
should
 attack the 
problem at its source and 
not wait until the 
people are already in prison.
 
The 
prisons are already so 
full that it is diffi-
cult 
to keep track of who is eligible
 for credit 
and who 
isn't. The overcrowding has led to 
limited 
availability
 ofjobs that inmates need to 
get credit, so now 
they  can get up to six 
months off by just agreeing to 
work  if the jobs 
become
 available. 
In order to deter future criminals, prisoners 
who are 
sentenced
 to 25 years should spend as 
close to that time as possible.
 A cutback in the 
amount of time off for 
these  felons would 
make
 convicts spend more of the
 time they 
were originally intended to serve and keep 
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 Springs? Lake 
Havasu? Baja? The walk in 
Santa Cruz? 
Let's for a moment
 assume 
that you, like 
me,  plan on 
spending the entire 
week  at 





You have no money, your 
boss has you on a short
 leash 
and the fear of a sexually trans-
mitted disease keeps you from 
sparking
 up a cheap, meaning-
less one
-week fling with a local 
over the break. 
So, here is a small list of 
things you might try doing over 
the 
hiatus. 
 Switch the TV remote con-
trol with a calculator at your
 
grandparent's 
house and watch 
Grampa try 
to switch off "that 
know-it-all bastard Alex Trebek." 
 Find a 
good
 parking place 
down in Capitola Village and 
just sit in your car and read a 
book. Wave at all the people 
who tie up traffic waiting for you 
to pull out. 
 Make up posters for a ficti-
cious garage sale at a friend's 
house  and put them up all over 
the neighborhood. Sit 
across  
the 
street, drinking a six pack, 
while everyone rummages 
through your friend's stuff. 
If you are dissapointed about 
your seeming lack 
of a life, just 
think about
 all the money 
you're not spending by not hav-
ing enough to go anywhere. 
Sure, if you 
had the money, 
you could be laying on a beach 
on the 
French  Riviera. Imagine 
sipping on a 
fruity  drink with an 
umbrella in it; the 
smell of 
KYLE 
l'itEsToN  REGisTER 
Everything In 
Moderation  
Sleep with your 
roommate's 
significant
 other as 
revenge for him 
or 
her going away for 
the
 week and 
leaving dishes in 
the 
sink.' 
coconut oil and briny
 sea air 
teasing your nose, and an over-
weight American woman tourist 
with a T-shirt that says "I Love 
Chocolate" in eight languages 
kicking sand 
into your fruity 
drink. 
Her equally large husband 
has a beer belly spilling over a 
thong bikini bottom even 
though, back home, he would 
never be seen in anything less 
than overalls 
and wading boots. 
He wants you to take their pic-
ture standing next to a woman 
with large 









all  the trouble 
you're 
not  going to 
get
 into by 
staying  in your dingy 
apartment.  
Sure, spring 
break last year 
was fun 
when
 you had a 
party  in 
the 
quad




 K-Yjelly and 
the  inflat-
able raft, but
 how many times
 
do you think 
the judge will 
write  
that sort of thing 
off as a "youth-
ful indiscretion. 
Keep in 
mind all the 
hazards  
the people 
you  know who 
are 
going away for the 
week will be 
facing.  Besides 
contagious
 social 





 at weekend 
furlough 
programs,  shotgun 
weddings and 
paternity  suits. 
So what is there for 
you to do 
around the 
campus during the 
break? Try 
working  on your 
tan 
at the 
fountain  in front
 of 
Tower 
Hall. Or better 
yet,  create 
your 





taking  of Hawaii. 
Take up a new
 hobby. Try 
streaking. 
It's
 fun, it's cheap 
and  
it will make




 a few other 
pointers  
for 






try to quit 






















 going away 
for the 
week 
and  leaving 
dishes  in the 
sink. 
Kyle  Preston 
Register  is a Daily 
staff 










Month  seems to 
have a lot of people 
talking. 




Unequal pay. Single parent 
families. The patriarchal struc-
ture of our religions. 
Women not being represent-
ed by history books. The list 
goes on. 
These are important issues 
that affect women. Since 
they 
affect women, they affect men, 
because most all men have 
women in their lives in one way 
or 
another.  
Unfortunately though, the 
content of such conversations 
between my female friends and 
I usually ends up 
on how men 
and women interact. 




is all right. After all, 
most 
of
 us need relationships. 
I have 
been noticing some-
thing in many of my 
female 
friends, though, that has me a 
bit frustrated. 
Whenever we 
have  these lit-
tle relationship talks,
 all too 
often
 I hear some of them say, 
"Men are ...," or 
"Men  do ..." 
Not "Some men ...," or 
'This  
guy I know." but "Men 
...," 





















Common examples of this 
blanketing are "Men aren't sen-
sitive enough," or 
"Men just 
don't have a clue." 
One of my faves 
is "Men are 
pigs!" 
Men, men, men, for God's 
sake. 
Men are this, men do that  
they're 
all  alike. 
But men 
are not all 
alike, 
and women who 
generalize this 
way insult 
those of us 
who  are 
not pigs, who
 are sensitive 
enough  and 
who




who  cling to 
generalizations







by blanketing them 







 are overly 
sensitive,  the 
weaker 
sex and 
easily  swayed 
with









way follow in 
the footsteps
 
of the male 












 have been subjugat-
ed 
by
 men and they 
have




Women who mirror 
male  
chauvinists
 with their own chau-
vinism shoot themselves in the 
foot. 
Some men are pigs. OK, a 
lot of men are pigs. Why stoop 
to their level? 
Jack Bunting is a 





























































































































 in his 
thirties  ... 
I remember
 the 
last  time 
I saw 








never  see him 
again. 
This issue
 is a very 
personal 
one for 




very  close 
to
 my heart;
 my wife 















 of us 
have 
had  to deal 
with this 
pain   
mortality  is an 
undeniable  fact 
of
 life. People
 die and we 
go on. We 
choose life. 





 in the 
case of those




der,  how do 
we say 







 is really 
no




 do is say 
hello.  
We need 
to let those 
around  us 
know
 they are 
appreciated,








we are just 
given today, 
as a gift. 
lam 
sitting in my office 
thinking  of a co-worker.
 
He and I 
have been talking 
about  getting together 
for
 lunch for quite some 
time. For this reason,
 for 
that reason, we 
keep
 putting it off. 
Other  things 
have taken 
priority,
 but when I think 
about  it I won-
der, what could 
be more important? 
Steve Sloan 
Staff Journalism Department 
Holding individuals 





breath  of fresh air! The letter, "Chil-
dren are not Toys,"
 that appeared in the
 SPARTAN 
DAnx  March 15,1994, has 
to be one of the best let-
ters I've read in this 
paper.  Someone writing about 
responsibility  
what a novel ideal Holding an 
individual accountable
 for his or her actions is the 
first step in the 
process  of becoming responsible. 
The article was 
about  the $5 payment to support 
pregnant  women returning to the University. 'My 
stop at pregnant women? The University could 
extort another $5 from the students for rehabilitat-
ed drug addicts who return to class. The list could 
go on indefinitely. 
Unfortunately, hard-working people pay taxes 
and the rest just go along for the ride. Taxes con-
tinue to increase in supporting social programs that 
have no end, no goals or offer no hope. At one 
time welfare was a safety net, today it is used as a 
hammock. The latest buzzword in 
Washington  is 
"health care." What that boils down to is another 
government hand-out, supported 
by the taxpayers. 
The





 agenda. Tax 
(penalize) 
the 
majority  to support the few. 
What ever happened 
to
 the American Dream? 
I'll tell you. It's alive
 and well! But, in order to 
achieve the dream you
 have to go out and work for 
it. If you stand around 
waiting for a hand-out then 
you'll just become 
another  statistic: 
welfare
 recipi-
ent, unemployed, family living 
below  the poverty 
level or 
homeless.  
When the actions 
of others infringe on 
my pock-
etbook, I get very 
upset.  Why should I have to pay 
for someone else's mistake,
 stupidity or lack of 
incentive? 
It's not that I lack 
compassion.
 I always 
have
 compassion for the victim 
and  in this case the 
victims are the paying 
students.
 Don't confuse 
compassion  with 
responsibility.  People 




 for their own 
actions. 
Ed Ryan 




The  SPARTAN DAILY
 provides a 








 to the page 
are encouraged
 from stu-
dents,  staff, faculty
 and others who 
are interest-
ed in the university
 at large. 
Any  letter or 
column  for the 
forum page 
must  be turned 
in













in the Student Union. 
Articles
 may also 
be mailed to 
the Forum 
Editor,
 The SPARTAN 
DAILY, School
 of Journal-




University,  One 




 articles to 
(408) 
924-3282.  
Articles  and 
letters
 MUST 
contain  the 
author's name, 
address,  phone number,
 signa-
ture and major. 
Contributions must be 
typed  or submitted 
on a 3.5- inch computer disk
 using  Microsoft 
Word on the Macintosh. 
Always  bring a print-
out of your 
submission.  
Submissions become the property
 of the 
SPARTAN 
DAnv
































































































































LUTHERAN  STUDENT 
FELLOW-
SHIP: 
Free  showing of 
"The  
Mission" 
6:00p.m.,  The Cam-
pus Interfaith 
Center  corner of 
10th and San








Weekly Student Session 1:00-
6:00p.m., 
Chicano  Library 
Resource Center, WLN 307; 
American Indian Movement 
(Past, Present, and Future) 7:00-
10:00p.m., Loma Prieta Room, 
SU. Call 924-2707 
HEALTH
 EDUCATION DEPART-
MENT, STUDENT HEALTH SER-
VICE: Nutritionist Pamela 
Hincke
 will speak on "Nutrition, 
Diet and Its Role in Cancer Pre-
vention," noon-1:00p.m., Health 
Building Room 208. Call Dr. 
Oscar Battle 924-6117 
SCTA: Meeting 12:15-
1:15p.m., SH 331: Bake Sale 
9:00a.m.-1:00p.m., Sweeney 
Hall. Call Dr. Konishi 924-3738 
THE 
LISTENING
 HOUR: Latin 
Jazz Ensemble, Dan 
Sabanovich, Director 12:30-
1:15p.m., Music Building Con-
cert Hall 176. Call Joan Stubbe 
924-4631 
SpartaGuide  is available to SJSU 
s2((k'!It5, faculty and stiff 
organiza-





days before publication. 
Forms are available at the
 Spartan 
Daily, 
DB11 209. Limited space 
may force 
reducing































"I'm excited about having her 
come 




 in people 
being all 
they 
can  be and giving 
back to 
the 
community.  I think 
she'll be 
really good,"
 BSU member 
Cherice 





















our  young 
people  aware 
of the 




 to be aware















put  in long 
hours
 and hard 
work to organize 
the confer-
ence. 
"I expect it 











help run the 
conference," 
Weusi-Puryear 
said. "We need 
people to 
come
 to our meeting 
this 
evening





page  1 
decided
 










 is still in 
the
 works but 
will  be awarded
 
before the
 end of the 
semester.  
According





ta's office, the 















 Phi Omega 
has 
700,000 chapters, the largest of 
any  national 









 are active. 
From page 1 
applications
 with the districts
 
whether or not 
there  are cur-
rent  openings for a 
particular  
credential  area. She 
said
 it is 
always 
good  to have an applica-
tion on file if 








which  will make 
attendance easier
 and more 
convenient
















 time off 
their  student-
teaching jobs 
to do an inter-
view 
on






 there were 
38 school dis-
tricts 
involved  with 








 director of 
human 





District  in San 
Jose, is a 
participant 
in the fair. He 
feels  
the














venture  ... It's
 definitely 
worthwhile
 to take a 
look and 
see what 








she  will 
definitely
 be attending
 the fair. 
"There'll
 be so many
 people 
there.  I heard 
to get a 
teaching  
job, you have 
to put in about 12 
to 
15
 resumes. So 
it's a great 
chance to 
meet















Ballroom  from 























 25, 1994 
9:00 pm - 




w/SJSU  ID, $5.00 
w/other  picture ID 




Wear your favorite vacation 
outfit  (optional). 
A prize will be awarded for the best costume. 
Sponsored  by the PEP 







more Info call the PEP Center 
924-5945. 
Win a Trip to 
L.A.




























































Sports  City 










friendship  and 




 will also 
be 
given during





































fraternity  will 
be planting 
39 trees




















From page I 
ite plaque at the north side of 
the 
park. Alvarado and the 




The idea for 
renaming  the 
park came about last May, 
when 
the city held a memorial cere-
mony after Chavez' death at the 




idea  to the San Jose 
City 
Council in a memo sent out on 
May 10,
 1993. 
On Oct. 5, the city council
 
officially voted to rename 
Plaza  
Park, the 










this  is 
important
 to the 
com-
munity of 
San  Jose 
because
 





































tag, which was not 
anticipated











































 he does not eat red meat. 
"They don't offer me 
many
 
choices," he said. 
Rust said he would like 
to
 see 
more turkey and chicken 
offered at SJSU eating 
spots.
 
He said he 
wants Taco
 Bell 
to come to the 
'A lot of people 
want












for fast food 
is high, he 
said. 
"A 
lot of people 
want food 
they  can 
grab
 and go 

























restaurant  on 
campus. 
"I 
like  fast 
food. 
I don't 




 to decide what 
they eat," she said. 
Rahimi said she 
prefers  Jack 
in 
the Box as a fast food hope-
ful.
 
SHOPPERS  TRAVEL 
14151  
2919070  
14151  291.0999 800- 201.0999
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MI6 
4 Thursday. 































































1).M StAl Writer 
SJSU 
math teacher 
Joyce  Day 
was recently 
awarded




America  in Northern 
Cal-
ifornia
 award for 
Distinguished  
College or 
University  teacher. 
"The
 last two winners were 
Paul 
Halmos  of Santa Clara
 and 
Donald 


















 Compete to be 
The Best in the 
Big  West. 























 Info Cali 
14081  923-1253 
San Jose State
 University 
Big West Women's 
Gymnastics  Meet 
Sunday 
March 
27th  3 pm 






Teams in the 
San  Jose 
State's  Event 
Center,
 Including 11th ranked 
Utah State 
SJSU  Students 
FREE wi ID 
For 






 in," Day 
said.
 "It's a ireat





Day was even 
nominat-
ed for the award, one of her 
stu-
dents was pushing to get
 her rec-
ognized. Senior 
math  major 
David Hibsher 





 about Day to Eloise 
Hammann, 







wrote  all the things 







sessions  while sick with 
the flu, and 
driving  to Stanford 
to
 buy software for 
her students 
the
 Spartan Bookstore had run 
out of. 
Ironically, by 
the time Hibsher 
was sending the letter to Ham-
mann, 
Day  had already been 
given the Math 
Association  of 
America award. 
"I 
wrote  that letter two weeks 
after the award, not
 knowing 
that she got it. I just wanted to 
recognize her 
because  she was a 
great 




 talk over your 
head, are boring, 
or
 are too 
slow, but
 she's good.  She is also 
very enthusiastic.
 She shows 
a feeling that 
she really cares 




 education at 
the 
University  of Florida where 
she ultimately
 earned a Ph.D.
 in 
mathematics. She began teach-
ing as a graduate 
student  in 1960 
and came to 
California in 1967 
where she taught at the College 
of Notre Dame in 
Belmont
 She 
came to SJSU 
in 1982. 
"In 






















































































 Villanueva during her office







and  advanced 
linear  algebra, 
Day has
 helped develop a bache-







mathematics.  She is 
trying 
to
 develop a 
computation-
al and 
applications  software com-
ponent to the 
linear algebra 
course 











 to be called 
Math Clinic. 
According  to Hib-
sher, Day's 
best  attribute is the 





 may be com-
ing in and she
 will still be help-
ing 
students.
 Then she will
 go to 
the hallway and help
 the class 
even more," 
Hibsher said. 
Hammann feels that Day is 
doing things that are ahead of 
her field in 
teaching. 
"She lives her life to be a good 
teacher,
 and she deservedly 
won 
the 











 excercises in 
never software, through Matlab,
 she is 
bringing the course
 into the 
1990s,"  Hammann said. "Stu-
dents praise her. She's serious,
 
but warm. She has 
shepherded  
students going to grad school, 
and she gets the students to use 
their
 maximum ability." 
Day has also received the 
SJSU Innovation 
Teaching  in 
Learning award and the Ameri-
torious Performance and Profes-
sion award for




ment is that people tell me 
thanks  for having them work so 
hard, because now they've done 
much better.  Having students 
appreciate my work makes it all 
worthwhile," Day said. "I really 
like teaching and it would make 
me feel awful' if I thought that all 
my work was not hitting the
 tar-
get When students compliment 
me I feel I'm doing a good job." 
Although Day has 
been
 highly 
praised at SJSU she does not feel 
that she is flawless in her teach-
ing ability. 
"The students say I talk too 



















PATIENTS  ONLY. 
















 of the Sport.. Founcloilon 
242 La Pala Dr,







FALL IN LOVE WITH!
 
FALtuisite. intelligent. 
charming and wonderfully 
funny, it's an 
cari
 v contender for 
one  of the year's hest 
Hi,  I 



























































  946 
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 $AN  JOSI 

































































































'Wall,'  then 
it





 as he 
crossed to see













was  so 
short.  It 
passed  in a 
moment,"  
Sofija  




 said when 
















returned  after 
a half-hour,
 
stunned at the 
news
 that his son 
was







 a link to 
the  outside world 
was  reopened 
on a 




 north through 
Serb siege lines







ernment and allied 
Croats.  
Routes also 
opened  to 
thread past front
 lines around  
the Sarajevo 
airport
 and link 






nukes no claim Ice products or 
services advertised below nor is 
there earl guenntee Implied. The 
annealed column of ihe Spartan 
Deny wrist of pad advestaing 
arid cillerings we not approved or 
walled by the monomer. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
DIM ABOUT if. YOU AS A PAWL 
Officer!
 Leading, learning, 
supervising.
 Paid summer 
training.
 Participate with out 
obligation. 
Over  25 career paths. 




BW,ICCN  BEACH 
Starts  Sunday
 4/3, presented by 
Creative Power. $1,000. cash 
grand  prize, plus on -set visit to 
major recording artist's video. 
Contestants
 included in 
video for 




$100 cash each 
week,  plus many 











 to help individuals
 
with mental illness become 
independent!  











work.  OT. 
nursing or related 
fields. 
Call Teresa
 Jackson at 
408/526-1288 or 
408/287-2132!  
DOYOU LOVE RABB 
8TOODUEES? 
Nonprofit 
Family  Service Assoc. is 
looking for daytime volunteers to 
provide
 childcare for
 up to 4 hours 
a 
week atile their mothers
 attend 
counseling
 sessions in  
downtown  
San 
Jose.  Tue. 
10am




  8pm. 





 Colo & Q. 
Redken 
Hair Show Si. 4/1611. 
RECEIVE































































only  45 minutes 
of 
training.  



























































































be out the 
info 


















































S. Korean army on alert over nuclear arms 
ESEOUL,
 South Korea 
(AP) - South Korea's 
650,000
 soldiers 
went  on 
heightened alert today amid 
escalating tensions over rival 
North Korea's nuclear program. 
The military, which faces 
North Korea's larger 
army 
across the world's most heavily 
armed border, was ordered to 
cancel leaves and keep com-
manders at their posts. Land, 
sea and air patrols were stepped 
up, officials said. 
While the militaries of both 
Koreas
 are frequently put on 
ed 
some degree of alert, today's 
order took on 
special signifi-
cance as the North 
becomes  
increasingly belligerent over 
accusations




first ordered the army on alert 
during an emergency national 
security meeting Monday. 
Today's action expands that 
order. 
In Beijing, North Korea's 
ambassador ominously referred 
to the Korean War in warning 
the United States not to send 
anti -missile batteries to South 
Korea and not to go ahead with 
planned joint military
 exercises. 
About 36,000 American soldiers 
are based in South Korea. 
"The American side should 
not forget the historical experi-
ence from the Korean War of 
the 1950s and should use it as a 
lesson," said the ambassador, 
Chu Chang Jun. 
North Korea's isolationist, 
hard-line Communist regime 
often uses its embassy in Beijing 


















president, Luis Donaldo 
Colosio, 
was
 shot twice Wednesday
 during 
a campaign appearance
 in the 
border city of 
Tijuana.  
Colosio, the 
















reporters at the 








 for a 
special
 blood 






 involved in 
the 
shooting






 attempt was 
sure to only add 
to the national 
unease in a 
country that was 
deeply shaken
 just a few months 
ago 
by an armed uprising by 








reforms to clean up Mexico's 
fraud
-ridden electoral system. 
Colosio,
 44, has been contro-
versial ever since 
President Car-
los Salinas de 
Gortari
 named him 
Nov. 28 as 
standard-bearer  for 
the Institutional Revolutionary
 
Party (PRI), which has ruled 













 I think we 
will












 becoming the 
13th 
nation  to do so. 
Georgian Foreign Affairs Min-
ister Alexander Chikvaidze said 
enrollment in Partnership for 
Peace marked "a historic day" 
for the 5 million residents of his 
nation. 
"A small country," he said, 
"doesn't have the right to make 
big mistakes. Being with NATO, 
the future." 
The program, approved at a 
January summit of President 
Clinton 
and other NATO lead-
ers,
 allows east European
 coun-
tries 















told reporters that Russia would 





$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! 
ASTORLA INSURANCE
 BROKERAGE 
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle, 
Boat, Home owners Insurance. 
'Alumni" serving "Students" 
...Talk  to me, I'll 




Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734. 
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only! 
MEEK 
KAPPA DELTA 
Congratulations to our newly 
initiated  sisters; Bambi
 Call, 
Robyn Fernandez and Amanda 
Neir!





TECH WRITER  PART TIME 
Established
 manufacturing soft-
ware company needs person to 
update user 
documentation. 
Knowledge of Microsoft Word
 or 
Ventura 
and business procedures 
desired.
 Will train. Located 
near 
Cal. Ave. train station in Palo Atto. 
Flexible har& Work at of
 
hone OK. 
Fax resume to 415-473-9746
 















 based inSan Jose 
Sophomore




 into music 
Call Mary ASAP, 213-368-4738. 
VANTEMPS 
Contract Personnel Service 
CALL NOW! 
We are currently


















 Flexible Hours 
APPLY TODAY OR SOCA 
FRIEND! 
08&88 Bkd. Santa
 0a -a, CA95054 








Perms,  Caors &Cuts 
Redken Hair Show 
Si, 4/10-11. 
RECEIVE A 
FEE & SERVICES from
 
Int'l Artists. No exp. nec. 
Meet
 































































































































































wanted for Associated Students 
Leisure
 Services
 on campus. Must 
be a current 
student, available to 
work between 12 20 
hrs/wk 







 a) previous 
experience. 




 more info, 
please pick up a position 
announcement
 in the Student 
Activities 
Office
 or call 9245950. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
Currently  hiring for various  full & 
part- time teaching
 positions for 
preschools & schoolege programs 
(extended day 
care). ECE units 
required for both preschool & 
school-age 
programs
 or elementary 
education units 













or study time! Advancement oppor-
tunities
 available with our 20 
schools located throughout the bay 
area.
 Medical/Dental benefits 
available for full-time employees. 
Please call 408/257-7326 to 
discuss your interest & 
GENERAL HELP for 
small  mattress 
store. Close to SJSU. PT/FT 
flex 
hours. Informal atmosphere, 
leans 
OK. Immediate. 294-5478. 
COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to 
work with DO adults. 
6 mo exp. 
$6./hour. Fremont.
 5102260505. 
















ALASKA FISHERIES Summer 
employment. 
Earn











provided!  Guaranteed suc-
cess! (919) 9264398 
ext.
 A181. 
RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
 this 
summer!
 Summer management 





 info call 1800295-9675 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI 
Many 
positions.
 Great benefits. 
Call 
1800-436-4365 ext. P.3310. 


























































































































BRAND NEW EVERYTHING! 
Be the first to occupy these 
newly upgraded 
units. Studios, 
one and two bedrooms from 
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
 
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about 
move in 
bonus. $400. dep. 
No pets. 55 South 6th St 
408-292-5174. 
WILLOW GARDEN APTS. 
408-998-0300. Minutes from 
San  Jose State. Spacious 2 
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths. 
Ideal for students and 
room-
mates. 
Swimming pool, saunas, 
weight room 
& club house. 
Quality living at a reasonable 
rate. 1750
 Stokes St. 
1920'S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT. 




quiet & sober. 
Single  occupancy. 
$575. 




LOST & FOUND 
SMALL GOLD WOMEN'S WATCH 
found Thursday morning. on 
10th 




 GOLD NECKLACE W/St. 
Christopher
 pendant & 
other
 
charms. Tue. 3/22 on street near 
7-11. Sentimental value. Reward! 




















No fee if 
no 
recovery.  
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES 
111


























Register for the 
24 hour job hotline. 
Visit  BC13 




 mey  refer 
the reader to specific 
telephone numbers or 
addressee






















discount vecalions or 
merchandise. 
STUDENT 
MASSAGE!  23 year 
old 




Minorities  encouraged too. 
Myself: 
Honest  & nice 
appearance.  
Page 552.0885 for callback 
from 
Robert. Males only. 
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT
 HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving,  waxing, 
tweezing or 
using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted
 hair. 
Back 
 Chest  
LIP-
 Bikini  Chin  
Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 







 Ave. $17, 
Campbell  . (408) 379.3500. 
EIVERIENCID ninon WILL POUIN 
your essay, report, proposal, 
thesis, or letter till it shines! 
Your  
success depends upon the
 quality 









w/B.A. and 15 years experience 
is 
























reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at 
408-2986124. 
PROFESSIONAL SCOW MASSAGE 
Give 
yourself
 a healthy gift 




Swedish or sports 
massage.  










WAN own probe 
or
 disposable. 










Liner - tips- Eyebrows. 
Exares June 151, 1994. 
40a-3793500 
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow  
621 E. Campbell Ave. $17, 
Campbell. CA 95008. 
MMn.MWM 
$ HOME  BASED BUSINESS 5 
Home based businesses are 





 on this money making 
opportunity and get your share 
of this 




 Learn how you 
can earn as much as $50.000. 
within the next 3 months. 
HURRY! Please send $5.00, 
for an informational 
packet.  to 
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429 
San Jose, CA 95157-0325. 
Guaranteed  Scholarships Grants 


















don't  know where 
or how 
to 
apply  for it. 
Learn
 how to tap 









 all students  
qualify!  
Free message (800)666 -GRAD.
 
$9 MONEY 














 now! Toll Free!
 
1(800)
 434-6015  ext 1210. 
TRAVEL 
SPRING BREAK '94 
San 
Diego,  California 
Packages as low as $75.00!
 
Call today 1.800-255-5791. 






 Orient. Special 
London  
summer fare $498. R/T. 
Buy now for the summer season. 
Special student fares. Call 
now!
 
DISCOUNT  TRAVEL 
DESK 
1-800-690-9030. 




YOrrk  - $129. 
Call
 for









Call for low 
art 
fares.  
Great low prices for cruises too! 






EUROPE  $1175. 




 sag support. Depart 
6/14. Brochure:









WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. 






















MARCIA  266.9448 
for Word 
Processing  Services 
Edit
 & Format Specialist
 for 
Theses/Projects/Term  Papers. 
APA  Twill.,  MLA 
Grammar,  Punct., Phrasing 
Tables.
 Graphs,













 from Campus. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Scie-ce


































SPECIAUZE IN TYPING FOR END 









Gardner 408.5599390. Apple 
computer. 
201RS
 PROFESSIONAL Emulous. 
Typing
 & transcription  
Or ALL your 
needs including COLOR. Copying, 
binding & FAX available. Pick
 up 



















 Term Papers. Nursing & 
Group Projects. Resumes, Letters, 
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 51. 
HP 











editing.  Free 
disc 







 To avoid disappointment. 
call now to reserve your time! Call 
PAM 
247  
2681  (8am-8c4r)  PIUS 
Save Adatione110% Per Rekord! 
EDUCATED


























self a break, Let rne do it for you! 
















 page r 
- 
Cash onN. Call 
HAYWARD.,










Theses  Prof icent witr 
 
MLA. 
and  Turabian 
Quick 












PRORNSIONAL  Word 
Processing. 





resumes. ietters. etc. 
All 
formats.














EDUCATED WORD PROCESSOR 
Ter--  
oadi rises.  pro ects 


















Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces. 










































After the Mitt day,
 rate Morsasso by 411 pew day. 
First line (25 spaces)
 in bold or no extra 
charge 






in bold  for
 $3 
each  
SEMESTER RATES  
 3-9 lines: $70. 
 10-14 lines:
 $90. 
































Two days  before publication 




Consecutive  publications dates only  No
 refunds
 on cancelled ads 
? QUISTIONST









































Spartan baseball team 
begins  conference agains No. 1 -ranked
 Cal -State Fullerton 
By Lam Bartett 
st1aiun o.u* suit Immo 
After inconsistent play during 
their non -conference schedule, 
the SJSU baseball team begins 
Big West Conference action this 
weekend by hosting top-ranked 
Cal-State Fullerton this weekend. 
The Spartans (17-10) enter the 
series on a seven -game win streak, 
punctuated by a 24-0 bashing of 
Southern Utah on Monday The 
recent success obscures the diffi-
culties the squad had during a 
dis-





 Fuller ton's depth 
and 











them favorites to win the Big 
















35-19 team. 1.11cN feature five 
starters hitting over .300 and 
starting pitcher Matt Wagner has 
a conference-kiw earned run 
average of 0.77. Wagner, along 
with Chad Rolish 
and Mike 
Parisi, are expected to 
pitch in 
the series. 
SJSU has the lowest team ERA 
in the conference at 2.77, just 
ahead of Cal -State Fullerton's 
2.81. Pitchers Dave 
Sick (5-0) 
and Paul 
Pmicich  (4-2) anchor 
a 
staff that has 
struck
-out 203 bat-
ters while yielding 82 walks. 
At 
the plate, first baseman 
Tim Cavell° leads the Spartans 
in 
batting  (.368), home runs (6) 
and RBIs (25).
 In the past five 
games, SJSU 
has scored 52 runs 
on 62 hits while
 committing only 
two errors. Six Spartans are bat-
ting
 over .300 and the team has 
swiped 
50
 of 64 attempted bases. 
Sick, Pavicich and Tim Salado 
are expected to pitch 
in the 
series which is the 
conference
-
opener for both clubs.
 Friday's 





ning at I p.m. 



















in the Western United 
States this Sunday at the Big West 
Conference Championships
 at 
the Event Center at 3 p.m. 
Jackie Walker, Big 
West 
Coach -of -the-Year in 1987, said 
this weekend's meet at the Event 
Center would be "one of the best 
collections of collegiate gymnasts 
to ever compete in the Bay 
Area." 
The Spartans are the under-
dog of the event. 
competing  
against  Utah State,
 ranked 
fourth in the
 Midwest Region, 
and Cal -State 
Fullerton,  ranked 
sixth in the 
Western
 Region. 
SJSU is ranked 12th in 
the West-
ern Region. 
UC Santa Barbara, ranked 
eighth in the region, and Sacra-
mento 
State, ranked ninth, 
round out the
 five-team field. 
"Fullerton and 
Utah State are 
vying for the 
team
 hampionship 







 Event Center 
SJSU  
Cal -State Fullerton
  Utah State
  
UC 
Santa  Barbara  Sacramento
 State 
Tickets:
 $8/adult, $5/youth; available
 through Bass 
and the Event Center Box 
Office
 
and the other three teams will be 
in a tight race for third place," 
SJSU coach Janice 
Walker  said. 




 a decisive victory 
over UC 
Santa Barbara last Fri-
day. The team score at the 
meet
 
was the ninth best in school his-
tory at 191.675. 
This event 
promises  to be a 
continuation in the battle 
of the 
best Big West 
performers  from 
last year. 
All of the top three finishers are 
returning
 to compete against
 each 
other on 
Sunday,  and eight out of 
last 







 its star con-
tender to the  event, 
Celeste  Delia. 
Delia 
has held the title
 of the Big 
West's  "Athlete -of -the
-Year" for the 
last two years. Last
 year Delis took 
top 




 She is 
seeking the title
 for an unprece-
dented
 third time. 
Spartan freshman
 Tara Law, 
SJSU's top 
gymnast,  has shone 
all season long. 
Law  set a school 
record earlier




A James G 
Robinson Res,ntabon A Morgan Creek Production A 
David S Wald rarri Charlie Sheen Torn Perenger 
Mara League E 
Corbm Bernsen Dennis Haysbert 
James  Gammon Omar Epps Eric Bniskotter Bob 
Ueckei Dcmd Keith &son Dcody Michelle 
Burke  
Takaaki Ishibashi And 
Margaret
 Whitton in. *Michel Colombier rthn Wm 
Paul Seyinr And Donn Cambern 
cr 
ThAVV,  Victor 
Hammer 









 G Robinson And David S Ward David S Ward 
Starts Wednesday, March 
30th. 
a 9.625 score in the vault. She 
also has two of the
 SJSU's top 10 
all-around scores in her first sea-
son at the collegiate level. 
Law has scored 37.00 or better 
on a 40.00 scale 
in four of the 
last five meets. 
"Law looks like the only one 
with a 
secure
 spot for the 
(NCAA) regionals. Cami 
Ban-
holzer needs one of her top 
scores of the season for a chance 
to qualify for regionals," Walker 
said. 
The Spartans 
will  miss the 
presence  of top performer Jodi 
Solod at this 
year's  champi-
onship. Soled placed fourth as a 
top all-around finisher last year. 
This is the final meet before 
NCAA Regional 
Championships  
begin in April. 
Regular season 
competition concludes after the 
meet on Sunday. 
Tickets are priced at $8 for 
adults and $5 for youth and are 
available through Bass 
Tickets 
and













































2:30  pm 
Clark
 Library





































If you're stuck 
with  a student loan 
that's
 not 
in default, the Army might
 pay it off. 
If you qualify, 
we'll reduce your 
debtup  
to $55,000. 








 is greater. 
You'll also 
have
 training in a 
choice  
of skills and enough 
self-assurance 
to last you 
the  rest of your life. 













ARMY. BE ALL 





















































































































































































































O'Neill  sails off 
the  top 
of the 




Cover design b 
Jim Butler 
The 
Biggest  Party for Spring 
Break: 
LAKE

































































































ping up around 
campus, 
young college 
women can't help but notice 
the frequent
 lascivious looks 
they're getting






 and they're 




civilized  approach. 
For instance, 
every time I 
pass Café Roma near 4th 
Street, two of them are 
loung-
ing around, 
sipping  their latte 
  legs crossed and
 all. And 
always, they tip 
their hard 
hats my way. I 
think they even 
bathe. 
Recently,
 when I had to 
slow
 my car down at a road
-
construction
 site near the 
De
 
anza Hotel, a 
gentleman  (and I 
use the term loosely)
 in a neon 
orange vest made eye contact 
with me through the wind-
shield.
 He smiled in a slow, 
lazy way, kind of like 
Kevin  
Costner.. 
In such instances, a girl 
feels partly flattered and part-
ly repulsed because it's a used 
smile, partitioned off to hun-
dreds of women every day. 
Oh, and he had this huge 
beer 
gut. 
Occasionally, a tan, blue-
eyed Diet Coke commercial 
stud does cross my path, but 
still, the used thing gets in the 
way. And then there's the red-
eye stare, the kind that 
screams
 lush. 
As a side note, am I the 































































































































 have a 
chest,  a 
butt
 and hair 
on your 
head, you're
 fair game. 
So, 












why can't they resemble
 the 
guys in C & R 
commercials? 
I mean, there just isn't
 any-
thing quite like 
having  a 
scuzzy,
 slobbering, nose -
cramping  stench of a fellow 
hang monkey -style from a 
crane in your honor. 
Sure, I understand that lay-
ing cement and building walls
 
can 
get monotonous after 
awhile. In 
such  cases, the 








least  12 
years  of 
school.
 Or 
perhaps it's the wolf -pack syn-







But must they be so aggres-
sive? 
It's  not  as 
if they've
 been 








not passive creatures. You 
can 
ignore 
them, cross the street or 
simulate a seizure and still 
they 
persevere.  
And often, it seems,
 I find 
myself 
darting  behind a bus -
stop bench to hide my legs (in 
shorts or pants) from jeering, 
bug-eyed gardeners sardined 
in their rattling 1965 Ford. 
In retrospect, they do 
remain behind chain -link 
fences or in vehicles while cat-
calling, so it seems they're not 
terribly dangerous. And I've 
never been approached
 with a 
serious proposition. Therefore, 
these Village People wanna-
bes are sexual offenders of the 
worst kind. One's we 
can't 
sue. 
But we could follow them 
home and tell their wives. 
The solution? If you can't 
run from them, flash a smile 
(that should kink their chest 
hairs) and pretend they're 
Kevin Costner. After all, we're 
tough, we're women and we 

































































 break is in full swing at 
Lake Havasu,
 Arizona, 
where the city and resort 
hotels actively market spring break 
entertainment packages to the college 
crowd. A week of water sports, concerts
 
and beach activities are underway for 
an 
anticipated  100,000 college students. 
Lake Havasu is a year-round resort 
area located on the Colorado River on 
the border of California and Arizona. 
"Activities include comedy concerts, 
musical concerts, the Sky Coaster (a 
cross between hang-gliding, parachut-
ing and bungee 
jumping), gladiator 
duels, a night club holding 3,500
 people, 
water cycle drag races and much more," 
says London Bridge Resort manager 
Mike Marsh. 
Spring break lasts five weeks at 
Havasu. Currently, the lake
 is
 in its sec-
ond week of spring break activities. 
Activities and packages last 
through  
April 11. Kathy 
DeFusco,
 a marketing 
employee at the Nautical Inn, says 
most
 
people show up for the last week. 
Reservations are 
still  available for all 
weeks, but DeFusco 
says  they are begin-
ning to book up. 
Vacation 
packages  are available for 
small groups of 
people,  starting at $99 
per person
 for a four -day, 
three -night 
package at the 
London  Bridge 
Resort.  
This rate is based 
on four -person 
room  
occupancy.  This cost 
includes  free access 
to planned activities
 around the lake 
throughout
 each week. 
Eight -day, seven
-night packages cost 
$209  per 
person
 at the London
 Bridge 
Resort,  based on 
four people per 
room. 
Other 
hotels  offer 
similar  rates. 
Marsh says 
the London 









 IN THIS COMM STRW ARE
 PKTITIOUS. ANY 
RISRAUSLAPOW




 pow me nu' mom n 
SORROW, to ma wave 
nusuan.  
break activities. The world famous Lon-
don Bridge has been relocated to Lake 
Havasu. When the bridge arrived, a 
channel was created out of a 
peninsula
 
to form a four -mile island, which is 
reachable by 
the bridge. 
The island is the center of spring 
break activities on the lake, says Betsey 
Hoyt, Chamber of Commerce Spring 
Break Task Force Chairman. 
Hoyt says the remainder of the lake 
has stayed fairly quiet in years past. The 
lake is 45 miles long and has beaches, 
coves, and inlets reach-
able by boat. 
House-
boats are rentable for 
day use 
only.  
"Lake Havasu is a 
year-round resort. It's 
basically a lake for rent. 
Lake activities include 
everything from
 jet ski-
ing  to fishing," Hoyt 
says. 
"People sleep late, get 
out in the water during 
the day, and enjoy the 
night activities." 
Hoyt says the city 
and hotels are trying to 
minimize
 problems and 
maximize fun. Last year 
an outside promotional 
company  organized 
events and had prob-
lems with security and 
control. 
"A lot of high school
 
party  crashers and 
rowdy crowds came and 
the company kept very 
little control," Hoyt 
says. This year 
all the 




 Hotel guests are 
issued wrist 
bands  which identify them 
and help with security. 
Marsh says if hotel guests are getting 
into trouble, the hotel shuttle can
 be 
called to take them back to their facili-
ties. 
"People want clean, safe fun," Hoyt 
says. However, the party 
atmosphere  is 
still noticeable with hotel 
promotional  
staff, who 
tout the many activities avail-
able. 
Koko
 Beach is a resort 
beach  along 
the channel
 with four volleyball courts, 
a stage for concerts, the Hawaiian Tropic 
Bikini Challenge, 
the  Koko Beach Luau, 
and a Reggae Sunsplash
 Concert. 
Shuttle buses also run 
to casinos in 

















Won  Ton rice stick soup 



















262  East 




from  8:00 AM 
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Daisy  Stack of 
Fremont,
 left, and Kim 
Woeslaw  of San Jose 
whoop it up with 
dancer  Shawn Knight 
on stage at Puzzles 
in San Jose Live! 














































































(Between  Branham & 
Blossom  Hill) 11/2
 mile S. of K-Mert) 
4 ) 
March  







 of the 
West Coast Male revue 
are hot 
enough  to 
make any woman 
want  to 
scream out in pleasure and 
hold a dollar
 over her head to 
get a 
pulsating
 pelvis in her 
face. 




owner Christian Knight, 
performs at local clubs such as 
D.B. Cooper's and San Jose 
Live!. The company is  a con-
glomeration of handsome, 
tight -bodied men with a flair 
for the groove. The dancers 
have previous experience pos-
ing for Playgirl centerfolds and 
performing with such revue 
companies as the Chippen-
dales. 
"I hire my dancers 
for their 
face first, body second and tal-
ent last," says Knight of his 
dancers. "You can't develop a 
nice face, but a body can be 
developed and talent learned." 
There are ten dancers
 who 
perform for West Coast 
Males: 
John 
Paris, Sean Michaels, 
Clayton Shi, Nick
 Night, Doug 
Fresh, 
Anthony  Lee, Giovanni, 
Austin Taylor, Marcus Anthony 
and 
Patrick  Kelly. 
Knight
 also performs during 
the shows. He 





keeps  himself 
in top shape. He 
requires the 
same of his 
dancers. His 
emphasis  is
 to make 
sure his 
show is 








 to go 
see 
a show that

























































ographed by Knight, who 
ensures his dancers keep the 
audience, filled with screaming 
women,
 entertained. Knight 
has molded his revue to reflect 
a Chippendale style with some 
spice. West Coast Males, unlike 
Chippendales, is an ethnically 
diverse group. The dancers are 
not only Caucasian, but black 
and Greek. 
"Why should you 
limit  your 
money?" says Knight. "The 
white boys in Chippendales are 
dated. Not all women like to 
watch white men dance." 
Knight hires ethnically 
diverse men because the audi-
ence is not always filled with 
Caucasian  women. 





West Coast Males fills the clubs 
it performs at, while attracting 








dancers for a 
year. 
She attends the show two times a week and has 
even driven all the way to Santa Rosa to catch the per-
formance.
 
"The dancers feel more comfortable when perform-
ing if there is a familiar face in the audience," says 
Nieves. 
The dancers are from all over California. Austin 
Taylor, who is 24, originally hails from San Luis Obispo 
County, but now lives
 in Morgan Hill. Taylor has been 
with the company for three months. 
He enjoys working for West Coast Males because 
the group is tightly run by Knight, who oversees the 
performances during the show to make sure every-
thing is running smoothly. 
Knight likes his dancers to 
be friends, which shows through in their perfor-
mances.  
"I don't want to screw up while dancing because I 
know he's (Knight) watching," says
 Taylor. 
He takes his job seriously and 
works out five to six 
times a week with free weights. He follows
 a strict fat -
free diet. 
Taylor reaps the benefits of his hard work when per-
forming. On an average 
night  he can get $125 to $150 
in tips alone. Dancers earn tips by going out 
into the audience after stripping
 down to 
their G-string bikini
 underwear. They 
gyrate,  throb 







 glance at the come -and -get -it physique














 of San Jose has been a 
faithful 
attendee of 




 she has been married for
 
four years, 
her  husband doesn't 
mind  her 
entertainment 
choices,
 "Just as 
long as I 
don't tell him





 the dancers flirt 
with
 the women, there 
are ethical bounds that they 
adhere  to. 






 getting dirty 










































-_ Call (408) 
993-9233 












 it up in Tahoe 
When
 snowboarding became a 
serious  recreational 
sport 
in the mid -1980s, most ski
 areas didn't allow 
snowboarders
 on the slopes because




 to Alpine skiers. 
"The truth is, skiers
 see that snowboarding
 is a lot of fun and 
see their
 friends go into 
snowboarding  and 
never
 come back," 
senior advertising 
major  Brent Carlson says.
 "It's more of a nat-
ural high than other
 sports. There's no 
better feeling
 and the 
surroundings
 
make you feel 
alive."
 




tance is growing, 
with
 boarders making 
up 
an
 estimated 10 










 Carlson says. 
"Ever 
since  I got on a snowboard,





 1991, the National Sporting
 Goods 
Association 
determined that there were 
1.6 million boarders in 
America
 and 
now most ski areas 
permit it. Regard-
less, some 




National  Skier Opinion survey
 in 1991 found that 40 per-
cent of skiers said they
 were nervous when snowboarders
 glid-
ed near them and
 39 percent said boarders 
should  "shred" on  
their own 
separate  paths. 
"Shredding"
 is the term snowboarders use to describe their 
hobby and can 
be
 used in noun, verb, and 
adjective form. 
"For 
90 percent of the 
people that surfed or 
skateboarded,
 snow -


















Swick  has been snow-
boarding
 














"I wish skiers and snow -
boarders 
could  get along better," says 
senior environmental studies major Alan Eanes. "If you watch 
where you're going you shouldn't have 
any  problems." 
Eanes has been boarding since 1989, when a friend of his 
pulled over to the side of the road on Mt. Rose,
 jumped a guard 
rail with him and slid right off the side of the mountain. 
"The sliding and grinding was totally awesome," Eanes says 
"I thought skiing was the greatest, but you 
fall out of skis. Snowboarding is just strap it 
on and take off." 
Carlson and Eanes both acknowledge 
that friction 
between
 boarders and skiers 
exists. 
"They say we push all the snow 
to the 
bottom of the hill and spend too much time 
on 
our butts in the middle of 
the hill," Carl-
son says. "You have to sit down because 
your calves and thighs are constantly being 
flexed. It's true that we push the snow 
down, but it's no big 
deal." 
Sometimes animosity can turn to vio-
lence.
 






























 with a list of 
rules  couched
 in the humor
 and 
jar-






 can be measured
















 sport in the 1998 Winter 
Olympics and national competitions and 
tours have sprung 
up
 throughout the 
country.
 
Competitions in speed, turning, and 
acrobatic events have actually been the 
sport of diehard boarders for years but it's 
only in the 
last four years that competi-
tions have drawn large audiences. 
Freestyle,  with riders swooping 
up and 
down deep channels of snow  called 
half-pipes  to sail off the top walls with 
a funky flip or twist are particular crowd 
pleasers.
 
For would-be boarders, veteran "shred-
ders" have some important advice. 
"A dream day for a snowboarder 
would have no waiting in lift lines, fresh 
powder and lots of jumps," Eanes says. 
"You need to try it if you're even the 
slightest 
bit  curious," Carlson says. "Cer-
tain areas like 
Bear  Valley have "demo" 
days where different companies let you 
rent the boards to find out which one is 
best. Definitely





 A. McFadden 
SJSU student Alan
 Eanes shreds while
 carving the half 
pipe
 at 
Boreal's  snowboarding 
park.  Eanes has been 




























snowboarding for six years
 and has 
shredded  in 







 Tammy Braudrick 
learns 
the ups and downs of 
snow -
boarding 




 but has yet to make the 
transition to snow. 















ting off to Fort 
Lauderdale for the
 sun or 
enjoying  Colorado 
ski
 trips for 





find fun in the sun 





mere 6 miles 
north
 of San Jose and 
accessible by Light 
Rail from south
 San Jose. 
Great America's 19th 
sea-
son 
began  Friday and 
includes a new attraction. 
Days of Thunder, a 
NASCAR racing simu-




lets guests experience 
the intensity of stock 




without ever leaving their 
theater seats. 
The 
Days of Thunder motion simulator 
uses
 film footage, a giant




 effects and moving seats to 
create 
the sensation of speed, 
curves and excitement of race
 
car driving. 
A four-minute film 
combines  existing 
footage from "Days of 
Thunder"  with new point -of-
view footage shot specifically 
for the Days of Thunder 
attraction.
 
Days of Thunder seats 148 
people at a time and, at 
10 screenings per hour, is planned
 to accommodate 
1,480 guests per hour. 
Days of Thunder and Top Gun
 aren't the only 
things new at  Great 
America.  Paramount 
Communica-
tions purchased the
 100 -acre theme park and its 
moth-
er company, 




designed  and developed by the Marriott 
Corporation, Great America 
opened in March 1976 
and was named for that bicentennial year. The Rede-
velopment Agency of Santa Clara purchased great 
America in June 1985 and sold it to 
Kings Entertain-
ment
 Company in June 1989. 
No new owner, though, has seemed to reflect so 
clearly on the park as Paramount. Paramount's films 
permeate
 every aspect of the park from rides and 
shops to the theme park's
 restaurants. 




Action!",  11 ice dancers take the 
audience through scenes 
from  "The Godfather," 
"Wayne's World," "Star Trek" and several others. 
In addition 
to the new attractions, Great America 
features Vortex, the only stand-up roller coaster west 
of
 the Mississippi, the double-decker Carousel 
Columbia, which is featured in the "Guiness Book of 
World Records," and The Grizzly, a wooden roller 
coaster dubbed by Paramount as "the largest 
'woodie' in Northern California." 








The hunt for new 
music  is 
a
 
trial indeed. Just how is the 
average  person 
supposed to 
sort through
 the flaccid 
efforts




 to find that
 one artist 
who captures 





those five -bucks-five -bands 
shows in San 
Francisco while 
others use the album's cover 
art as their 
guide. Those few 
excluded,
 a great many flip 
through the pages




 for the next big 
thing. 
Unfortunately,
 the music 
media has a nasty habit of 
blowing things out of 
propor-
tion (read: Nirvana), making
 
virtually any effort seem flac-
cid. 
Luckily,  a few bands were 
overlooked in the Pacific 
Northwest 
frenzy:
 Skin Yard 
and Gruntruck. These two 
bands are without a doubt the 
best the region has 
to offer. 
Skin Yard was creating its 
brand 
of
 guitar-driven noise 
before Kurt Cobain could 
spell "neurosis." 
Vocalist/guitarist Ben McMil-
lan had accumulated some 
tunes that didn't quite 
fit into 
the Skin Yard 
aesthetic.
 Fear-
ing the ideas were too good to 
be scrapped, he committed 






 ex -Accused 
guitarist Tommy Niemeyer 
and bassist 
Tim Paul and 
formed 
Gruntruck.  
The Truck's unique blend 
of swirling melodies and 
metallic stomp, heavier and 
tighter 
than
 Skin Yard, 
grabbed the attention
 of an 
esoteric 
group  of listeners. 
"Inside Yours," Gruntruck's 
debut, gives equal attention 
to mood and musicianship. 
Their second release, "Push," 
followed
 suit, expounding on 




a good majority of 
people realize 




 check out 
Gruntruck's musical headtrip 
at the 
Cactus Club on 





First  St., 
8:30 



























 types of 





ary effect on the








host  a session 
called 












will  address causes
 of can-
cer, 
relevance  of 
certain  foods 
and 
supplements  in the pre-
vention  of cancer and





 Health Building, 
Room  208. 
noon
 to lp.m., Call SISU 
Student 













 of legendary 
modern dance pioneer Isadora 
Duncan with the Russian 
Orchestra,  conducted by 
Alexander Vereshagin and 
pianist Nina 
Postolovskaya. 
Appearing as guest artist on 
this 













Raclunaninoff,  Haydn and 



























































 GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS
 
Isadora 
Duncan's  Moscow 
school 
in
 the 1920s. 
Mountain View 
Center for the 
Performing
 Arts, 500 Castro St.,
 
Mountain View,
 8 p.m., $16 gen-






school  of music pre-
sents the eighth
 annual "Tutu 
Flutti,"  a concert of music for
 
flute ensembles including the 
SJSU Flute Choir, directed by 
Isabelle  Chapuis Starr. The El 
Camino Flute Choir,
 directed 
by Barbara Eberhart and the 
Learn 
to play the Guitar! 
Fifteen 
years experience: 
Familiar with folk, blues, 
rock and 
classical.  
Lessons for the 
serious novio:  
Music reading, ftetboard
 




Call: Antony 971-0810 
4.. 
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 FOREIGN FILM 
BELLE EPOQUE 
'A WONDERFUL ROMANTIC 
COMEDrSiskei 4 Elwr 
SIRENS,
 
SUNDAY  AT 1:30 AT THE TOWNE! 
SILENT FILM SERIES WITH THE 
MIGHTY WURLITZER ORGAN 
Buster Keaton





























Santa Cruz Flute Choir, direct-
ed by Stephanie Gelman -Peck 
will also participate, along with 
special guest 
artists
 from San 
Francisco's
 The 
Flute Exchange. The concert 
will include works by 
Mozart,
 
Vivaldi, Rossini & Prokofiev 
("Peter and the Wolf," with 
narrator Raymond Nilsson) 




Hall,  2 p.m., $3 to 
$5 donations, Call the SJSU school 
of music for more information. 
For A View  of Ireland You Won't Forget 
Dim  !film - 31 
EaSi Santa Clura SI. 
Toot
 
("Qom &(tunoe with (Bio Screen TO 













 & Cards 






































 for the 












 the 30th 
anniversary
 of the 
series,  "The






 the fan 
club,  says 











each  week. 
There are 
members  in 
each 
state of the







Rankin  says.. 
For the price







News,  a 16 -page
 newsletter, a 
numbered  
membership/identification
 card, a 
full -
color
 photo of the 
original  
castaways








 fan club 
donates  50 
cents  of every 
new mem-








 Alan Hale 
passed away,
 he wanted 
to do 
one 
membership  for 
ourselves  and 
one for the chil-
dren,"






Movie"  will be 
coming out 
this
 winter or 
next
 spring. 
The script has already been written and the film will 
be produced by Turner Pictures, Inc. 
If 
recasting  the castaways were up to the fan club, 
Gilligan would be played my Martin 
Short  and Brian 
Dennehy would play the Skipper. 
They also 
wish
 to cast Steve Mar-
tin as the Millionaire, Goldie 
Hawn as his wife,
 Geena 











he's  been a 
member 
for  two or 
three years and
 
joined the fan 
club 
because he 
collects  old TV 
scripts. He 
wanted  to get more 
scripts
 from other members but ende. 
up having 
more than the prt 
ident himself. 




















































ANY  PURCHASE 
OF $15 OR MORE. Excluding tools, books and labor. 
Limit one coupon per customer. Not vall4 with any other discounts. 
MUST PRESENT COUPON. 
O. 
B 
















local member, says he 
joined the fan dub so he 
could advertise his collectables in 
the newsletter. 
Rachfal says he likes 
some
 of the articles 
in the 
newsletter,  such 
as
 the article that 
included the 
original
 lyrics to the 
theme song before




 first version 
of
 the theme 
song
 had the castaways



















T-shirt  made 
for the 
promotion of the 









Rachfal.  "It real-
ly did." 
The fan club is 
planning a national coastal
 search for the 
original
 S.S. Minow used 





Bob Rankin, Gilligan's 














helpless when crime 
invades your 
neighborhood.  You're 
fully capable of helping
 police and 
they're 
ready  to show you how 
The Case of The 
Stanton  Park 
Stand-off. 
When crack moved into a row 
house  on a quiet block of Stanton 
Park in 
Washington,
 D.0  , folks 
decided to serve 
an eviction 
notice.  
They met with police to find 
out what they could 
do to 
keep 
drugs  out of their 
neighborhood
 
The cops told them 
to
 
keep an eye outto let 
police know whenever 
something suspicious 





down  license 
numbers
 of strange 
cars 
They
 noted the times 
of odd behavior 
They 
worked  with each
 other They 
worked with 
the police. 
Armed  with 
field glasses, 
note pads and 
telephones,  
folks kept 
track  of the 
neighborhood.  
Within one 













crime in DC. 
It
 can do the 
same
 for you 
For  more 
success 
stories, 
write  The 
McGraff 




















 11 Department 
ilANI 
nlJusenunr  ,xd.,1.)::,:rvortamryli 
1880 Nation, CrIme 
responsive  
when  their 
people






















Nielson)  finds  
himself at the 
podium  with 
Raquel  Welch during














 grocery store to 




 The Final 
Insult" is more than just a story 
about one cop's battle against 
crimeit's  a movie. 
But like a midget at a 
urinal, 
you have to stay 
on your toes 
or the laughs 
may  pass you by. 
The third flick
 in the Naked 
Gun series has 
adopted
 a new 
director, a story and 
several 
(but not enough) great
 one-lin-
ers to create a fresh twist that 
dribbles more than it squirts. 
Retired police Lt. Frank 






undercover after police 
pals Capt. Ed Hocken 
(George 
Kennedy)  
and Nordberg (0.J. 
Simpson)
 plead for 
his 
aid over tea, 
cookies and the 
promise 









victed  felon 
Rocco 
(Fred 














model, Anna Nicole Smith) and 










precariously  on 
the edge of good sex. 
Dauntless 
Drebin  digs 
through dirt 
and dances with 
Pia Zadora 




























 and his 
dame 





























































Gun swirls around her but 
never 
quite  pulls her in. 
And she isn't 
alone. Lost in 
the balance between
 plot build-
ing and clutching at the Naked 




David Zucher can be blamed 
for this. After handing over his 
sole
 directive role to Peter 
Segal, a newcomer to feature 
film production, few Naked 
Gun elements remain. 
When asked if he felt any 
pressure in taking over the 
third  film in a hit series, Segal 
replied, "Not really. I didn't 
like the first two all that much." 
Thus, viewer discretion is 
advised: Don't expect ongoing 
warped behavior against an 




expect  a few hard chuck-
les, appearances
 by well-




 of French impressionistic, 
soft and fuzzy look to the 
screen, Segal style. 
"Naked Gun 33 1/3:
 The 
Final Insult" is non-polluting,
 










Wednesday, April 6, 1994 











A panel of lawyers and 
prolesssionals
 decays







students  discuss, the 
realities 
of





ADMISSIONS STORY, HOW 













law  school 
entrance 
Coordinated 
by Student Affairs, 
Career  Planning and 
Placement 
and the Pre-Law 
Association




 Center Charitable 
Trust.
 
SlS1  Career 
Manning  and Placement 
pn,grants





 sex. sexual 
tmentation.
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 Not valid 
































 find in Mazat-
lan, the 
wildest  "South of the 
Border" party 










 break trips to 
Mazatlan through 







Promotions, a seven -night 
travel
 package to Mazatlan
 
begins 
at $369, including 
airfare  




the hotel or resort chosen and 
the number of occupants
 per 
hotel  room. The advertised 
$369 
is based on a round-trip
 
flight from San Diego and a 
room with four 
occupants in 
Don Pelayo, the cheapest hotel 
offered. 
Economics junior Andres 
Jimenez has vacationed in 
Mazatlan 
and says that there's 
always something to doday 
and 
night. According to him, 
Mazatlan is clean and the 
warm water beaches
 there are 
cer. Also there are 
tons of water 
activities like jet skiing, wind 
surfing and para-sailing." 
At night, Jimenez says peo-
ple party in the 




"There's a lot to do. It all 
depends
 where you go," 
Jimenez says. "During the day 
the markets open in downtown 




which stay open 
until 6:30 a.m. 
He says the 
only  





rules  are 
shoes, and 
there 









not like the clubs 
over here. Everyone parties all 
night. People get so drunk they 
participate 
in bikini contests." 
The seaport town/resort is 
located in the northwest region 
of Mexico. It is about parallel 
Taking
 lots abroad up land 
traveling students in the lot" 
The
 U.S. Department of 
State, 
Bureau of Con-
sular Affairs advises 
college students traveling 
abroad during spring break to 
leave their bongs and syringes 
at home.
 
In 1993, more than 2,500 
American citizens were arrest-
ed while visiting foreign coun-
tries. Almost 1,000 of those 
arrested were held on charges 
of using or possessing illegal 
drugs. 
According to the Bureau, the 
global war on 
drugs  is heating 
up and there are increased 
efforts by many countries to 
stop the 
flow
 of illegal nar-
cotics. Americans have been 
arrested and imprisoned for 
possessing as little as a third of 
an ounce of marijuana. 
Unfortunately, the U.S. Con-
stitution
 does not apply in 
exotic destinations like Mexico 
or Turkey. Few countries 
believe 
students are innocent 
until
 proven guilty. Americans 
suspected of drug violations 
can face severe penalties, 
including
 the death penalty, in 




use  evidence obtained ille-
gally by local authorities
 in 
court. Few countries offer drug 
offenders jury trials or even 
require the prisoner's presence 
at his or her 
trial.  
It's not uncommon to spend 
months or even years in pretri-
al detention, only to be sen-
tenced to a lengthy prison term 
without parole. Fair and 
speedy trials they're not. 
"Whatever you do, make 
sure you have your passport 
with you," says Robert Guines, 
a spokesman for the Mexican 
consulate 
"If you are arrested for 
drugs, you will spend a long 
time in jail and there's not 
much we 
can do for you." 
"Most of the college kids 
traveling to Mexico aren't buy-
ing or carrying drugs, they just 
want to drink alcohol," Guines 
says. "Mexican 
police are very 
stem about 
illegal drug use." 
In Europe, the demand for 
drugs by tourists
 has stimulat-
ed the local drug market and 
strengthened organized crime 
in the area. Visitors from as far 
away as Poland are carrying 
out hit-and-run
 smuggling mis-
sions in the 
Netherlands
 and 
escaping prosecution by cross-
ing  back into Germany and Bel-
gium. 
Of all the Americans arrest-
ed abroad on drug charges in 
1991, marijuana was involved 
in
 77 percent of the cases. Some 
of these tourists possessed as 




with the southem-most tip of 
Baja, California
 on the west 




According to Norman 
D. 
Ford's guide "All of Mexico at 
Low Cost," there are many boat 
trips from the city's coast to 
nearby islands






rants specialize in 
seafood,  but 
there are all 
kinds  of restau-
rants that have opened 
up 
because of the large number of 
tourists. 
"One thing about it is that 
it's one big tourist 
attraction,"  
Jimenez says.
 "But the hospital-
ity was great. 
People  there love 
the tourists." 
Average airfare 
for a direct 
round 
trip flight from San 
Fran-
cisco to Mazatlan costs 
$350.  A 
travel agency package that 
includes  airfare and hotel 
accommodations costs an aver-










 Box Lunches To Go 
 Lunch and 
Dinner  
 
Catering  Available 




 Jackson Street 
6 Blocks
 North of Santa Clara Between 3rd
 and 4th Street 
OPEN DAILY 





New Bar & Grill! 
 Full Bar 














buy,  sell, and trade new
 and used 
Records,  Tapes, CD'S, 
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OR
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3979 24TH ST. 2350 




 94114 S.F. 
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